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MOVING TOWARDS A MINIMAL FORTH ARCHITECTURE 
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This report shows that a threaded programming language such as Forth lean can be implemented with a 
very small number of primitive operations. By progressively breaking down the operations in Forth 
one can find a minimal set-up that is also minimal in terms of the number of gates at 
realization in hArdvara. The proposed software architecture can be extended depending on performance 
requirements using a simple methodology. The basic hArdvaru design remains and only new operations 
are introduced at the hArdvaru level. This provides a fluid interface between the hArd and the software. 
A review of the arithmetic operations and control structures of Forth is carried out in detail to show how 
to find the minimal set of primitives required to realize Forth. 

Keywords: trAdade programming sprfilc, Forth-83, computer architecture, stack architectures, minimal instruction 
set computer system (MISC). 

 

1. .  INT RODUCTION 
 

TrAdade programming sprspfilc as Forth [1] uses is defined with a number of primitive operations. Most of 
the programming language can be described by itself. In this paper, we will describe the minimal set 
of primitives needed to realize the Forth programming language. The intention is to show that a very 
small set of instructions is needed and that one can then determine, through analysis of applications, 
how and with which operations the innermost lctiman of the instructions should be executed. 

 
By finding the minimal set of operations, we can construct a basic hArdvaru architecture and then 
through a set of design rules show how this machine can be systematically uWkas depending on 
performance requirements. The choice of the operations to be realized in the hArdware depends first on 
the hArdware cost and the frequency of use in applications. For example, if multiplication is a very 
common operation, it should be implemented in the hArdvara in order to give the application higher 
performance. Furthermore, the architecture can also be used to facilitate the emulation of the virtual 
machine on other physical processors on the market by providing a first indication of the operations 
that are important to implement in the machine instructions of the 
underlying process. 

The virtual Forthmachine is recognized by the fact that it is a so-called dual stack machine. Two stacks 
are used to store parameters and results of procedures and to store return addresses for procedure 
calls. Due to the basic functional nature of the language, operations and control structures are 
combined without the need for local variables. As the return address stack is only used for calls to 
and returns from procedures, this stack can be used freely within the procedure. Theoretically, it 
has been shown that two stacks are sufficient to achieve the same expressive power as the theoretical 
Turing machine [2]. This meant that arbitrarily many levels of interpreters could be used. 
together with the help of the two wretches and thereby emulate a Turing machine with an unbelievable 
memory. The virtual Forth machine is thus a more universal computing machine than a traditional 
registennaskin [6). 

 
TrAdad code has been shown to be the most implementationally efficient coding procedure [5], taking 
into account that modem software development methodology is based on the use of small, short 
subroutines to abstract the program structure. The coding procedure provides both memory and 
processor efficiency for all 
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operations are handled symmetrically and the extremely low cost of a subroutine call in Forth jams 
with programming languages such as Pascal and Ada. In these languages, many memory operations 
are required to realize a subroutine call, while traditional processors lack the hArdvarust.od for this type of 
operation. 

 
The addition of the return address tag and the ability to directly manipulate the execution address means 
that the minimal machine does not need to realize the jump as a primitive operation. Dena lean 
Astadkommas som en hognivAoperation. How this lean is realized will be shown in the next section 

 
The report is structured as follows: in the first section, an analysis of the primitives needed to realize 
arithmetic and logical operators and control structures in Forth is carried out.  Then these primitives are 
described in a so-called register transformation language to give a deeper understanding of the 
transactions required at the hArdvarunivAn. The realization of the cognitive operations is then treated as 
they influence the instruction handling of the virtual machine. Lastly, a possible billion-variant 
realization of the primitive operations is discussed and the structure of a minimal dual stack architecture 
is described in detail. 

 
Implementation requires elementary knowledge of Forth. For the above, a very brief 
introduction to the game is given. 

 
A short introduction to the Forth 

 
"FORTH is Ii.Ice the Tao: it is a Way, 

and is realized when followed. 
Its fragility is its strength; 

its simplicity is its direction." 
 

Michael Ham. winning entry in Mountain View Press's contest to 
describe FORTH in twenty-five words or less. 

 
Procedures and functions are written as so-called column definitions. These begin with the operation 
colon and end with semilcolon. As a punctuation mark between words, the word following the colon is 
used in blank. Parentheses are treated as comments in the script and it is good programming style to 
describe how the definition affects the parameter stack after all parameter overforing is implicit. Usually 
a notation is used which symbolically shows how the stack looks before and after the operation. 

 
: example ( before -- after) code; 

 
SinceForth is written in postfix (wrapped polslc) notation, the code is executed in exactly the order in 
which it is written with some exceptions for lcontrol structures that may jump in the code. An infix 
expression may be rewritten to postfix by moving the operation between two operands to after them. 

 

2 + 5 
X < y 

=>  2 5 + 
=>  X y < 

 
For more complicated expressions, one should also consider the possibility of transforming the operations 
to the right sequence depending on the priority and brackets of the infix expression 

(2 + 5) * 7 
2 + (5 * 7) 

=>  2 5 + 7 * 
=>  2 5 7 * + 

 
Postfix code is executed in the order it appears from one mailbox to the next. The only exception are 
control structures that can give rise to the inclusion of the flow by a definition (jump). Forth is a 
structured spnllc where there are control structures where explicit jumps do not exist. The 
conditional clause, IF-ELSE-THEN, is also written in a special postfix. 

 
condition IF secti oncr ue THEN 
condition IF sectioncrue ELSE sectionfalse THEN 

If the condition, parameter to IF, is true (not zero) the code is output between IF and THEN or IF and 
ELSE. If the parameter to IF is false (zero), a jump to the code after ELSE or to the end of 
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the conditional sentence on ELSE is missing. With Forth's definition of true and false, there is no need for 
a special test-if-so operation. Below, eu iterative expressions will also be used. It is very similar to 
Pascal's WHILE theorem (but more complete) and has the following structure: 

 
BEGIN section1 condition WHILE section2 REPEAT 

 
First section and condition is executed and then if parameter to WHILE is true (not zero) the second 
section is executed and processing is repeated. Otherwise, if the parameter is false (zero), a jump is 
made after REPEAT. In Forth, basic primitives that perform a number of merged operations are often 
given a name corresponding to the merging. An operation that adds one is therefore called 1 + and an 
operation that tests against zero 0=. 

 
 

2. .  SOCKING AFTER PRIMITIVE OPERATIONS 
 

One question that has often been asked of me when presenting threaded programming languages is; 
which primitives need to be programmed and what is the minimum resolution? I will have shown that one 
can derive a very small set-up operation and an appropriate architecture to realize Forth. The design is 
not this fastest minimal setup rather the cheapest and dfumed, in some ways, the most cost-effective. The 
demonstration has been designed to show that a very small set-up is r'cicker and an this can then be expanded 
according to applilcations needs. This minimal dual stack architecture can then be extended by a simple 
methodology to achieve higher performance. 

 
Arltmetric operatlons: plus and minus 

 
What primitives are needed? Let's break the problem down a bit to tackle it more easily. Can the 
arithmetic operations, plus, minus, etc., be realized with any number of primitives? And if so, which 
ones? Again, we are looking for the cheapest solution from the point of view of goods, so a solution with 
plus and minus that implies an arithmetic logical unit would be unclear. 

 
A common method that has been used in mechanical calculators to calculate the Asterisk plus is to use 
repeated subtraction and addition with one. Minus can then be realised using plus by first negating the 
number. Furthermore, negating the number of a two's complement is the same as negating one's 
complement 
(invert) and add one [7]. 

 

+ ( X y --z  ) 
dup 0< 
if 
begin 

dup
licat
e 
while 
1+ swap 1- 

swap repeat 
else 

start 
dup

lica
te 
while 
1- swap l+ 

swap repeat 
then 
drop; 

 
Check direction) 
Counting downwards) 
While not zero do) 

 
Increment y and decrement x) 

 

Counting upwards) 
While not zero do) 

 
Decrement y and increment x) 

 

( Drop y and return the 
result) 

 
negate ( x -- y) not 1+; 
- ( x y -- z) negate+; 

 
Let us now continue the search for the minimum set of operations and try to avoid the operations that 
were used with the help of other primitive operations. We now have the problem of finding 
primitives for the test-on-negative, jump and stack operations. 

 
Boolean and relational operands 
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How can you Astadkomma test-on-negative? This we can rewrite as a test of the most significant bit of 
the number By the way-I assume we are dealing with a 16-bit realization of the minimal Forth 
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machine <Ulrav constant - 327 68 (hex 8 0 00) which corresponds to a 16-bit number with the most 
significant bit set to one Other bits to zero: 

 
-32768 constant minint 

 

boolean ( 
O< ( X -- 
0> ( X -- 

( X y 
< ( X y 
> ( X y 

x -- flag) O= O= ; 
flag) minint and boolean; 
flag) dup 0< swap 0= or not 
flag) - 0= 
flag) - 0<; 
flag) - 0> 

 

The relational operators, Wea-med, less-than and greater-than, are now defined with what we have f.1tt 
together by using subtraction and test in relation to zero isfillet An exception is the operation Wea-med 
because a more efficient realization can be achieved with the help of exldusivt-el/er. 

 

: = ( x y -- flag) xor O=; 

The list of primitives can be further reduced by allowing the logical operators to be accessed by a 
functionally complete binary operator such as nand or nor. The other operators, non, and,or and 
exclusive-or are defined here with the help of nand: 

 
not ( x -- y) dup 
nand; and ( x y -- z) 
nand not 
or ( x y -- z) not swap not nand; 
xor ( x y -- z) over over not nand >r swap not nand r> nand 

 

Stack operations 
 

Now we're at the stack operations. All stack operations can be rewritten as memory access functions 
by, for example, passing the cell in memory as an accessed storage location. It should also be noted 
that we are not looking for a high performance implementation but one with a minimum number of 
primitives. However, in the section on Mrdvarurealisation, several of the stack operations will be 
offered directly in Mrdvara at no extra cost, since they are implicit in the other primitives. 

 
t variable 

t !   ( X  --) t !  ; 
t@ ( -- x) t @ ; 

 
Forst tv.1 file definitions for moving data to and from the allocated storage location in memory. Now the 
stack operations can be given using these. 

 
drop ( x -- ) t! ; 
dup ( x -- xx) t! t@ t@ 
swap ( x y -- y x) t! >rt@ r>; 

 
rot ( x y z -- y z x) >r swap r> 
swap; over ( x y --x  y x) >r dup r> 
swap; 
?dup ( x -- [OJ or (xx]) dup if dup 

then r@ ( -- x) r> r> dup>r swap >r 

Arltmetrlska operatlons: continunlng 

What is missing now is to show that the other arithmetic operations can be described with the existing 
primitives. For the elementary operations. By using rules about inverse transformations and how 
operations behave under these conditions, the subtraction-with-one operation can be defined in terms of 
eu-complement and addition-with-one (7). 

 
1- ( x -- y) not l+ not 
2+ ( x -- y) l+ l+; 
2- (  xy) not 2+ not; 
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Absolute, minimum and maximum functions can be easily defined in the others: 
 

absx  -- y) dup 0< if negate then 
 minx yz ) over over> if swap then 
drop maxx  y -- z) over over< if swap 
then drop 

 
Now for the last arithmetic operations; multiplication and division. These can be realized as 
repeated addition or subtraction but the sign of the operands must be checked first: 

* ( X yz  ) 
dup 
if over 0< over 0< xor >r 
0 red abs red 
abs begin 
dup

licat
e 
while 
swap rot over+ 
swap rot 1- 

repeat 
drop 
r> if negate 

then else 
swap 

drop then 

2* ( X --y ) 2 *; 
 

 /modx yr 
q) dup 
if over 0< >r 
over 0< over 0< xor >r 
0 red abs red 
abs begin 
swap over - dup 0< 

not while 
swap red 
l+ red 

repeat 
+ swap 
r> if negate then 
r> if swap negate swap 

then; 
 

/ ( x y -- q) /mod swap 
drop mod ( x yr) /mod 
drop; 2/ ( X --y ) 2 / i 

Check not zero) 
Calculate sign of result) 
Use absolute values) 

 
While not zero do) 

 
Add to accumulator) 
And decrement counter) 

 
Drop temporary parameters) 
Check sign for negate) 

 
Return zero) 

 
 
 

 
Check not zero division) 
Save sign of divident) 
Calculate sign of 
result) Use the absolute 
values) 

 
Calculate next reminder) 
Check not negative) 
Increment quotient) 
And go again) 

 
Restore after last 
loop) Check sign of 
quotient) Check sign of 
reminder) 

 

SA IAngles the arithmetric operations. What is now being processed is the processing of the compiled 
numbers (literals) and the control structures. 

 
Complementary operating and control structures 

 
Constants in code must be stored on the parameter stack at execution time. This is done by the function 
(literal). To give a definition that will be independent of the number of bits per word in an 
implementation machine, cell and cell+ are used: 

 
2 constant cell 
cell+ ( X --y ) l+ ; 

 
(literal) ( -- n) r> dup cell+ >r @ ; 
compile ( -- ) r> dup cell+ >r@, 
literal ( n -- ) compile (literal) , ; immediate 
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Literal reads compiled words, which always compile what is executed, and always do so when it reads 
immediate. 

 
To handle memory allocation, oclcsA must create a number of primitives. These follow traditional 
implementation methods. Above, the comma operation is used to allocate and assign memory in the 
dictionary. To handle allocation, a total of four primitives are used. First, a variable that gives the address 
of the next free memory cell in the dictionary, then a function that gives the content of this variable and 
a function for allocating memory. 

 
variable dp ( -- addr) 

 
here ( x) dp@ 
allot ( n -- ) dp +! 
; 
 ,( x -- ) here ! cell allot 

+! ( n addr -- ) dup@ rot+ swap . I ,- 
 

To conclude this analysis of the primitives required by a minimal virtual Forthmaskin, we shall now consider 
the control structures in Forth. Normally these are described by a number of primitives. We need to realize 
two jump operations, one for unconditional jumps and one for voluntary jumps. These will use the contents of 
the following memory cell as the jump address. In order not to give a recursive definition of the minimal 
maslcine, I use direct addresses and not relative addresses. 

 
: (branch) ( -- ) r> @ >r ; 

 
Unconditional hope stfiller not to nAgra bigger problem. Just get the address of the jump and then what 
it points to and use that as the return address. Conditional jumps are a bit more difficult because we have to 
determine from parameters whether a jump should be made or whether the jump address should be 
passed in the code. 

 
(?branch) ( flag -- ) 
0= dup r@@ and 
swap not r> cell+ 
and or >r; 

If true then branch using address) 
Else skip inline address) 
Compose new return address) 

 

Now we have all the building blocks to construct the control structure in Forth. Four wheel primitives are 
used to abstract the marking and resolution of jump addresses: 

 
>mark ( -- addr) here O, 
>resolve ( addr -- ) here swap 
<mark( -- addr) here; 
<resolve { addr -- ), ; 

 
Forst will.lcorsstrukturen that will compile jumps into the code: 

 
if ( flag -- ) compile { ?branch) >mark; immediate 
else  () compile {branch) >mark swap >resolve; 
immediate then ( -- ) >resolve; immediate 

 
Last group of iterative constructions: 

 
begin ( -- ) <mark; immediate 
while ( flag -- ) compile (?branch) >mark; immediate 
repeat { -- ) compile (branch) swap <resolve >resolveimmediate 

Summary 
 

Now we have built up the basic operations of the script from a very limited set of primitives. For the 
definitions above only the following primitives are used; 1 + O= nand @ ! >r r>. A total of 
seven primitives plus two are required to handle calls and returns from procedures (exit). 

 
A number of interesting features of this disintegration can be observed. First, hope is missing as a 
primitive operation. This lean,as has been shown, is realized with memory access and stack functions. 
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The minimal architecture for Forth does not offer jump instructions. These can be built by the nine 
primitives. Stack operations can also be built. This leaves us with a very small and symmetric list of 
primitives. 

 
It should be noted that the list of primitives can be expanded and has thereby yielded better realizations. 
By IAta addition and logical shift to be primitives, multiplication and division can be rewritten to more 
efficient forms. The basic decomposition that has been presented is based on minimal hArdvara. More on 
this in the section on hArdvarurealisation. 

 
 

3 .  PRIMI TIVE OPERATIONS 

After the analysis of the operations, the final list is the following Atta operations: 1+ ( X --

y ) 
0= ( X --flag ) 
nandx  y -- z) 

 
>rX  - - ) 

r>  -- x) 
 

@addr  -- x) 
x addr -- ) 

exit ( -- ) 
 

A ninth primitive is created to handle subroutine calls (column definitions). These primitives can now be 
described using a register representation language (R1L) to give us more information about possible 
hArdvarurealisations of the internal structure of a minimal Forthmaskin. By studying the basic 
transactions between the internal units of the machine, we can derive a lamp-like interconnection [8] 
that offers a high level of cost, performance, parallelism, etc. We must first name the various registers, 
stacks and memory in the system 

 

tos 
ps 
ip 
rs 
ir 
ma 
md 
mm 

top of parameter stack register 
parameter stack 
instruction pointer 
return stack 
instruction register 
memory address port 
memory data port 
main memory 

 

It should be noted that the operations are partly with one parameter (unar) and partly with two parameters (binar). 
One-plus and zero-like-with can be described as the following register transition: 

 

unary ( xy  ) 
 

1+Xy ) 
O=Xy ) 

function1(tos) -> tos 
 

tos + 1 -> tos 
 tosO -> 
tos 

 

The binary operators use the bMe top register (tos) and the pararneter stack (ps). The operations have 
the following general form: 

 
binary ( x y -- z) function2 (pop(ps), tos) -> tos 

 
 
 

 
t The register transfer language used has the following syntax: 

<source>-> <destination>, <parallel assignment> 
<source>-> <destination>; <sequencial assignment> 

<source> and <destination> l1r register, stack, port or memory. 
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nand- ( x y -- z) nand(pop(ps), tos) -> tos 
 

The minimal instruction set can be easily extended with other unary and binary operators without 
any special programming. The operations which are now to be described in register transfer have to 
do with the transport of data between the different devices; to and from memory and the return 
address.5tack. 

 
>rX  --pop (ps) -> tos, tos -> push(rs) 
r>  - - Xpop (rs) -> tos, tos -> push(ps) 

@addr  -- x) tos -> ma, mm[ma] -> md, md -> tos 

x addr -- ) tos -> ma, pop{ps) -> md, rod -> mm [ ma ] ; pop {ps) -> tos 

Assigning the memory given a<iress and data pA parameter stack will au lcrava two phases. The other 6 
operations can be done on a clock cycle. Now only the two basic control primitives remain; call and 
return from the subroutine: 

 

call 
exit 

ir -> ip, ip -> 
push(rs) pop(rs) -> ir 

In order to fully describe the minimal Forth process, it is finally required that the comprehensive instruction 
handling and execution is defined in a register transfer form: 

 

fetch ( -- 
) perform ( 
-- 

ip -> ma, mm[ma] -> ir <phase1> 
do(ir), ip + 1 -> ip <phase2> 

The performing phase (perform)lcrlives the operation to be decoded and executed by the machine 
(do). The instruction specifier (ip) has been chosen to be incremented in parallel with the 
executing phase. This helps to minimise the hArdvarukraven for this part of the process. 

 

4 .  HO GNIV AOP ER ATIO NE R 

The cognitive operations have been described using colonic definitions but some thought must be given 
to how the inner address interpreter will work. If you want to avoid this hell, you can simply give the 
colon thenadefinition: 

 
: : ( -- ) create] does> >r; 

 
That is, an h6gnivAoperation takes a column definition which, when executed, takes the reference to its 
body and considers this to be the return address. This causes the column definition to be executed. In 
addition, VARIABLE and CONSTANT are defined as the following cognitive operations. 

 

vary the 
constant 

-- ) create 
0 
x -- ) 
create 

does> 
does>@ 

 

In a virtual machine, processing must be separable from machine instructions.One method of achieving 
this is to recognize the fact that in a character-addressed (byte) memory, threads will be addressed by the 
same memory address. This can be used as a signal to the innermost interpreter 
what is a subroutine call.In short, addresses are instructions for subroutine calls. 

For reasons of space and because it is not important for the minimal instruction set for Forth, I have 
chosen not to describe the use of CREATE and DOES >. For the curious, the appendix may help as I 
present a Forth simulator of the minimal machine. 

 

5 .  HARDVARURE ALI SE RING 

The virtual machine requires five function modules; 1) top of parameter stack register (tos), 2) 
parameter stack, 3) instruction pointer (ip), 4) return address stack and 5) primary memory. In 
an hArdvarurealisation of the above named primitives, by analysing how data is moved 
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between the different devices in the virtual machine, we conclude that a tvAbus design is thicker than 
only two simultaneous data flows. Two ports are required between the processor and the memory; one 
for the memory address (ma) and one for transporting data to and from the memory (md). 

 
 

80 
with 

 
 
 
 

to sparam. -stackipreturnstack 
 
 
 
 

md 
 
 
 
 

ir 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: A possible hArdvar structure for a dual stack architecture 
 

Through the tvAbus construction, the fiesta of the primitive operations can be performed within one 
clock cycle including the instructional upload. Uniira operations (one parameter) are performed 
directly on the top register (tos). Biniira operations require data to be downloaded to the parameter 
stack. With this basic construction, any unlir or binlir operation can be converted into an 
hArdvaruprimitiv by realizing the function in the hArdvara lcring top register (tos). But it only takes 1+, 
O= and NAND to do it. 

 
In order to assess gross performance, the frequency of use of the various operations in different Fortha 
applications can be examined. Of course, it will turn out that stack, jump and arithmetic operations 
such as plus and minus have a very high frequency of use and Mr. dl!.rfor is realized in the hArdvara. 
The previous chapter described the general handling of uniira and biniira operations in the 
architecture. It is enough to design the logic surrounding the top register (t os) to achieve higher 
performance for these types of operations. 

 
The chosen performance is not fully integrated or optimal. Other definitions of e.g. multiplication by 
shift and addition give better performance. Again, these types of redefinitions bring only small local 
changes to the Forth architecture. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

By dissecting the traditional operations in Forth I have shown that these can be realized with a very small 
set of primitives. The goal was to find the minimum number of primitives and to specify an hArdvarum 
model for the realization of dual stack architectures that can be extended depending on the application 
domain. Due to the minimal requirement of the hArdvara (gates), this control engine can be used in 
many applications where it would otherwise not be possible to choose a processor for the control 
task. The simplified design may well be extended to achieve a higher level of parallelism by, for 
example, splitting the buses. In this way, the limit of one instruction per clock cycle can be broken. 

pop 
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ANNEX 

Below is a realization of the harnessed minimal machine for Forth in Forth itself. Code has among others. 
is used to simulate and verify the architecture. 

 
 

. ( Loading Minimal Forth Machine definitions...) is 
 

\ An implementation of a Minimal Forth Machine 
\ Written by Mikael Patel, Copyright (C) 1990. 
\ Started on: 10 December 1989 
\ Last updated: 15 January 1990 
\ Dependencies: (TILE Forth 2.48) none 

vocabulary minimal 

minimal definitions 

forth 

\ Hardware Devices: Registers and Stacks 
register ( -- 1 Create a register variable) 
create O  ,( Create symbol and initiate) 
does>@ ;  ( Fetch register value) 

 
.register ( x -- I Print value of register) 

( Print as a number) 
 

-> ( X - 
' >body 
[compile] 
compile 

I Assign operator for registers) 
( Access preceeding symbol) 

literal ( May compile as literal) 
; immediate ( and store value to body) 

stack ( nI  Create a stack with n-depth) 
create ( Create symbol for stack) 
here swap 2+ cells allot ( Allocate stack area) 
here over cell + !  ( In _tiate the stack bottom ) 
here swap !   ( Initiate the stack pointer ) 

push ( x s -- I Push value onto stack) 
cell negate over+! @ ! ( Decrement and store value ) 

 
pop ( s -- x I Pop value from stack) 
dup@@ cell rot+! ( Fetch value and increment) 

 
.stack ( s -- ) 
dup cell+@ swap@ 
?do i@ . cell +loop 

 
\ Forth Machine Registers ir 
ip register 
16 stack rp 
register tos 
16 stack sp 

 
\ Instruction exectution trace flag 
variable trace 

Fetch stack pointer and bottom) 
Fetch values and display) 

 

Instruction register) 
Instruction pointer) 
Return address stack) 
Top of stack register) 
Parameter stack) 
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\ Print machine state 
.registers ( -- I Display the machine state) 
"ir: ir . name space 
" ip: "ip cell - .register 
"rp: "rp . stack 
"tos": "tos 
.register": "sp . 
stacker; 

\ Forth Machine Instructions 

( Print name of instruction) 
( Print value of instr. pointer) 
( Print contents of return 
stack) ( Print value of top of 
stack) 
( Print contents of param. stack) 

instruction ( -- I Create a instruction symbol) 
create 

code ( x I Compile 
minimal 
[compile] ('] 
forth; 
immediate 

instruction code) 
( Select from minimal vocabulary) 
( Compile symbol value ) 
( Go back to the forth vocabulary) 

 

\ The list of possible instructions 
instruction 1+ 
instruction O= 
instruction NAND 
instruction >R 
instruction R> 
instruction 
instruction @ 
instruc t ion EXIT 
instruction HALT 

CALL ( - 
ip rp push 
ir >body -> ip 

 
\ The Minimal Forth Machine 

fetch-instruction ( -- ir) 
ip@ dup -> ir 
ip cell + -> ip; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Push instruction pointer) 
And fetch new value) 

 
 

Fetch the next instruction) 
Increment instruction pointer) 

processor ( -- I The virtual machine) 
begin 

fetch-instruction 
trace@ if .registers then 
case 
code 1+of  tos 1+ -> 
tos code 0=of  tos Q;: -> 
tos 
code NAND of sp pop tos and not -> 
tos code  >Roftos rp push sp pop -> 
tos code  R>of tos sp push rp pop-> 
tos codeof  sp pop tos ! sp pop-> 
tos code  @of tos @ -> tos 
code EXIT or rp pop -> ip 
code HALT of true abort" HALT" 
CALL 

end case 
again 

 
 
 
 
 
endof 
endof 
endof 
endof 
endof 
endof 
endof 
endof 

run ( addr -- I Run the virtual 
-> ip 
0 -> tos 
. " RUN" is 
processor; 

machine) 
( Assign instruction pointer) 
( Initiate top of stack) 
( And run the processor ) 
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\ A simple compiler for the Minimal Forth Machine 

minimal 

CREATE ( -- ) create; 
COMPILE ( -- ) compile  compileimmediate 

 
DEFINE ( -- ) CREATE] 
END ( -- ) COMPILE EXIT [compile] immediate 
BLOCK ( n -- ) cells allot; 
DATA ( -- ) , ; 

 
\ Variable management 

 
DEFINE [VARIABLE] ( -- addr) R> END 

VARIABLE ( -- addr) CREATE COMPILE [VARIABLE] 1 BLOCK; 
 

\ Constant management 

DEFINE [CONSTANT] ( n) R>@ END 
CONSTANT ( n -- ) CREATE COMPILE [CONSTANT] DATA; 

\ Basic stack manipulation functions and some utility functions 

VARIABLE T 
DEFINE T! ( x -- ) TEND 
 DE
FINE T@ ( -- x) T@ END 

 
DEFINE DROP ( x --T ! END 
DEFINE DUP ( x -- xx) T! T@ T@ END 
DEFINE SWAP ( x y -- y x) T! >RT@ R> 
END 
DEFINE ROT ( x y z -- y z x) >R SWAP R> SWAP 
END DEFINE OVER ( x yx  y x) >R DUP R> SWAP 
END DEFINER@ ( -- x) R> R> DUP >R SWAP >REND 

 
\ Logical function 

DEFINE BOOLEANx  -- flag) 0= 0= END 
DEFINE NOT ( x y -- z) DUP NAND END 
DEFINE AND ( x y -- z) NAND NOT END 
DEFINE OR ( x y -- z) NOT SWAP NOT NAND END 
DEFINE XOR ( x y -- y) OVER OVER NOT NAND >R SWAP NOT NAND R> NAND END 

 
\ Relation operations 

-2147483648 CONSTANT MININT--  x I 32-bit minimum integer value) 

DEFINE 0< ( x -- flag) MININT AND BOOLEAN END 
DEFINE 0> ( x -- flag) DUP 0< SWAP 0= OR NOT 
END DEFINE= ( x y -- flag) XOR 0= END 

 
\ Primitive arithmetric functions 

 
DEFINE 1- ( x -- y) NOT 1+ NOT 
END DEFINE 2+ (  xy) l+ END 
DEFINE 2- ( xy ) NOT 1+ 1+ NOT END 

 
\ Cell sizes and functions 

 
4 CONSTANT CELL 

 
DEFINE CELL+ ( x -- y) l+ 1+ 1+ END 
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\ Branch instructions 
 

DEFINE (BRANCH) ( -- ) R>@ >REND 
DEFINE (?BRANCH) ( flag -- ) 0= DUP R@@ AND SWAP NOT R> CELL+ AND OR >REND 

 
\ Compiler functions 
forth 
>MARK { -- addr) here 0, 
>RESOLVE ( addr -- ) here swap 
<MARK ( -- addr) here 
<RESOLVE ( -- addr) , ; 

minimal 
 

IF { flag -- ) COMPILE (?BRANCH) >MARK; immediate 
ELSE ( -- ) COMPILE (BRANCH) >MARK swap >RESOLVE; immediate 
THEN ( -- ) >RESOLVE; immediate 
BEGIN { -- ) <MARK; immediate 
WHILE { flag -- ) COMPILE (?BRANCH) >MARK; immediate 
REPEAT { -- ) COMPILE (BRANCH) swap <RESOLVE >RESOLVE; immediate 
UNTIL ( flag -- ) COMPILE (?BRANCH) <RESOLVE; immediate 

 
\ Simple arithmetrical functions 

 
DEFINE U+ ( X y -- z) BEGIN DUP WHILE 1- SWAP 1+ SWAP REPEAT DROP END DEFINE 
u- ( X y -- z) BEGIN DUP WHILE l+ SWAP 1 - SWAP REPEAT DROP END DEFINE NEGATE 
{ X y) NOT l+ END 
DEFINE + ( X yz ) DUPO< IF U- ELSE U+ THEN END 
DEFINE - ( X y -- z) NEGATE + END 

\ More relation functions 

DEFINE<  X y 
DEFINE>  X y 

 
flag) - 0< 
END flag) - 
0> END 

 

\ Some test code just to show that it works 
 

4 CONSTANT X 
2 CONSTANT Y 

 
DEFINE TEST 

X Y + Y > 
HALT END 

TEST run 
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